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Abstract: The premise of this paper is to analyze the various biometric techniques. This paper provides an overview of different
biometric technique with some advantages and disadvantages. The comparison criteria presented in this paper is limited to acceptance,
cost, accuracy, performance and cost. Author will try to find out which technique is more reliable and secure.
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1.

comparison of various biometric techniques. The last two
sections represent the conclusion and references.

Introduction

Biometric recognition refers to the use of different
physiological characteristics like fingerprint recognition,
face recognition, retina recognition, hand geometry
recognition, iris recognition etc. and behavioural
characteristics such as voice recognition, gait recognition,
signature recognition etc. called biometric identifiers or
biometrics. For authentication purpose these features are
used in computer based security system. The identification
of a person is becoming very important as the ID cards,
username, secret password and PIN which are used for the
personal identification. The ID can be stolen by someone
and the PIN Number can be forgotten but the biometric
techniques overcome all these problems. The biometric
system offers various advantages over traditional
authentication system. The problem of information security
gives protection of information ensuring only authorized
users are able to access the information. They are required
the person being authenticated to be present at the point of
authentication [8].Thus biometric methods are most secure
methods. A stable identification system is a critical
component in several applications that contribute their
services correctly to genuine users. Examples of such
applications consist of physical access control to a secure
facility, e-commerce, access to computer networks,
attendance mark etc. Traditional methods of building a
person’s identity include knowledge-based (e.g., passwords)
and token-based (e.g., ID cards) mechanisms. As a result,
they are not sufficient for identity verification in the modern
day world. As it is well known that security is very
important aspect in every field, in the same it is important in
the field of database also. The author tries to find the
solution of database issues using biometric techniques.
The presented paper comprises of seven sections. The first
section elaborates the introductory part and the second one is
About literature survey. The third one is explaining the
modes of biometric techniques which are further subdivided
into two parts: enrolment and authentication process. The
fourth section is discussing about the techniques of
biometric and fifth one is describing the resultant table of

2.

Review of Literature

In this section the author has discussed some research papers
which had been previously undertaken in the field of
biometric system:
Mary Lourde R had elaborated about the issue of selection
of an optimal algorithm for matching the fingerprint in order
to design a system that matches required specifications in
performance and accuracy. Srinivasulu Asadi has discussed
the different face recognition techniques by considering
different test samples. Khattab M. Ali has implemented the
iris recognition algorithm using histogram equalization and
wavelet techniques. Tiwalade O.Majekodunmi, Francis
E.idachaba has explained in his review paper about the four
techniques i.e. fingerprint recognition, face recognition, iris
recognition and speaker recognition and there mode of
operation of each technique with their advantages and
disadvantages.

3.

Modes of Biometric System

There are two operational modes in biometric authentication
system as shown in fig.1. The first one is the enrolment
process and the second one is authentication process. The
authentication process is further divided into two categories,
the verification process and the identification process.
Further the identification is divided into two categories i.e.
positive identification and negative identification. In the
upcoming section these modes are explored in detail.
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should be used for comparison. The commonn use of
Positive recognnition' where tthe aim is
verificattion mode is 'P
to prevennt multiple peoople from usingg same identityy.

Figurre 1. Modes off Biometric System
1 Enrolment Process
3.1
When
W
the first tiime an individdual uses a biom
metric system it
is called as enroolment. Durin
ng this, biomettric informatioon
om an individuual is capturedd and stored. Then biometriic
fro
infformation is detected
d
and coompared with the informatioon
sto
ored informatioon at the timee of enrolmentt. The sensor is
thee interface betw
ween the real world
w
and the system;
s
it has tto
acquire all the esssential data. The
T second blo
ock performs aall
thee necessary pree-processing i..e. it has to rem
move old object
fro
om the sensoor to improvve the input like removinng
baackground noisse. In the third block significcant features arre
ex
xtracted. This step
s
is an impo
ortant step because the correct
feaatures need too be extracted in the best way.
w
To create a
tem
mplate an imaage with partticular propertties is used. A
tem
mplate is a construction
c
off the relevantt characteristiccs
ex
xtracted from the source. Elements of the biometriic
meeasurement thaat are not usedd in the compaarison algorithm
m
aree discarded in the
t template too reduce the file size [2].
3.2
2 Authenticatiion Process
Th
he basic blockk diagram off a biometric can be in thhe
folllowing two modes,
m
either in verificatioon mode or iin
ideentification mo
ode.

In Identtification modee the system performs
p
a onee-to-many
comparison against a biometric database
d
in aattempt to
h (authorize, found) the iddentity of an unknown
establish
individuual. The system
m will accom
mplish in identiifying the
individuual if the compparison of thee biometric sam
mple to a
templatee in the dataabase falls within
w
a previiously set
threshold. Identificatiion mode caan be used either
e
for
'positivee recognition' or for 'negattive recognitioon' of the
person. Positive idenntification exxplains “Who am I?”
h the responsee can be a name or it couuld be an
although
employeee ID or anotheer unique idenntifier. A typicaal positive
identificcation system would be a prison releasee program
where users
u
do not ennter an ID num
mber or use a card, but
simply look at an iris ccapture device)) and are identified from
a convict database. N
Negative iden
ntification systtems also
d
in tthe same fashhion by comparing one
search databases
templatee against manyy, but are desiigned to confoorm that a
person is
i not present in a databasee. This prevennts people
from enttering twice inn a system, andd is often usedd in largescale pu
ublic benefits pprograms in whhich users enteer multiple
times to gain benefits under
u
differentt names.

4.

Teechniques

The purp
pose of biomeetrics system iss to uniquely identify
i
or
verify an
n individual thhrough the charracteristics of the
t human
body. There
T
are several techniquess of biometric which is
mainly divided into two catego
ories i.e. phyysiological
characteeristics and behavioural charracteristics as described
below through a flow chartt. The phyysiological
characteeristics which are discussed in this ppaper are
fingerpriint, iris, retina, face and hannd geometry whhereas the
behaviouural characteriistics which are
a discussed are voice
and signnature characterristics.

In verification mode the system performs a one-to-onne
omparison of a captured biom
metric with a sp
pecific templatte
co
sto
ored in a bio
ometric database in order to verify that
ind
dividual is thee person they claim
c
to be. In
n this firstly thhe
refference modelss for all the useers are generatted and stored iin
thee model datab
base than som
me samples aree matched witth
refference modells to generatee the genuinee and impostoor
sco
ores.

Figure 2 Typpes of Biometrric Techniquess
4.1 Finggerprint Recoggnition

Figure 2. Enrolment Process in Bioometric
Source: htttp://en.wikipeddia.org/wiki/Biometrics
Att last testing iss done. This process
p
may usse a smart cardd,
username or ID number
n
(e.g. PIN)
P
to suggestt which templatte

Fingerprrinting is one of the oldest and the most extensive
means of identificatiion in use today.
t
An inndividual’s
mposite combiination of
fingerpriints are definned by a com
patterns:: lines, arches,, loops, and whorls.
w
In this technique
the imagge of a personn's fingertips iss taken (either using ink
or a diggital scan) andd records its characteristicss. Whorls,
arches, and loops are recorded alonng with the ppatterns of
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ridges, furrows, and minutiae and this information may then
be processed or stored as an image to be compared with
other fingerprint records. In this technique, the user
attached to a presses his finger gently against a small
reader surface (optical or silicon) at the time of verification
for less than 5 seconds and the size of reader is about 2 inch
square. The reader is computer and takes the information
from the scanner and sends it to the database and then it is
compared to the information within. There is a database of
fingerprint technique known as Automated Fingerprint
Identification System (AFIS) which is taken and stored in
the United States as other countries like Canada and the
United Kingdom. Each person's fingerprints are unique. This
technique is most important as it has high reliability,
accuracy and it is highly distinctive but due to dry skin, poor
environment or injury this technique might not be useful.
Modern fingerprint techniques supported by computer and
laser technology have fast the process of searching for
matches and provided a large database of comparative
specimens.
4.2 Iris recognition
Iris scans determine the features that exist in the coloured
tissue surrounding the pupil which has more than 200 points
that can be used for comparison. In this technique, the user
places him so that he can see the reflection of his own eye
on the device. Unlike the retinal scanner, the iris scanner can
be placed 12 to 18 inches apart from the person who is using
it. The Verification time is generally less than 5 seconds as
the user only need to look into the device for a couple of
moments. In comparison this is stored version of the user’s
iris pattern stored on the user’s identification card or in a
central database. This database is a collection of images
which contain iris region of the eye and the images are
stored by sensor that operates in visible spectrum. If match
occurs then user is authenticated. Iris recognition is fast,
non-invasive. It may be better than fingerprints in terms of
FAR. The iris technique is more unique than the fingerprint
but less than the retina. This technology is extremely
effective with high accuracy as it uses more than 240 points
of references for a match but as compare to it, fingerprint
technique uses only 60 points. This technique does not
involve any touch as fingerprint involves. They are
considered to be more good and secure but it is very
expensive and need lot of memory to store the data.
4.3 Retinal scanning
Retinal scanning examines the layer of blood vessels at the
back of the eye. Scanning involves a low-intensity light
source and an optical coupler and can read the patterns at a
great level of accuracy. In this technique, the user looks
through a small opening in the device at a small green light
and requires the user to remove glasses, place their eye close
to the device. After doing this the user has to focus on a
certain point for few seconds during that time period the
device will verify his identity. Then this profile is compared
to a profile stored on the central database. If match occurs
then user is authenticated. There are mainly two types of
databases that contains the colour images of the retina
acquired using a retinograph with or without pupil dilation

during routine clinical examination. This process takes about
10 to 15 seconds in total. Retinal scanning is considered to
be invasive whereas iris is not because there is no way to
replicate a retina and size of template is small as compared
to iris. A retina from a dead person would degrade too fast to
be useful so no extra cautions have been taken with retinal
scans to be sure the user is a living human being.
4.4 Facial Recognition
This technique analyses the characteristics of a person's face
images using a digital video camera. It measures the
complete facial structure, including distances between eyes,
nose, mouth, and jaw edges. These measurements are saved
in the database and used as a comparison when a user stands
before the camera. This technique is now used in verification
systems only with a good deal of success. In this technique,
the user faces the camera by standing about two feet away
from it. The user's face is located by the system and then
match is performed against the claimed identity or the facial
database. The Facial Recognition Technology Database
(FERET) is a database whose main mission was to develop
automatic face recognition capabilities that could be
employed to provide security. It is possible that the user may
require moving and reattempting the verification based on
his facial position and its verification time is less than
5seconds. It is a cheap technology, non-intrusive and has
high acceptance but can be fooled by the identical twins and
also face changes over time.
4.5 Voice Recognition
Voice recognition systems use characteristics of the voice
like pitch, tone, frequency, etc. This technique mainly
focuses on the differences which are resulting from the
shape of vocal tracts and learned speaking habits.
In this technique, the user speaks a specific word into a
microphone attached to the system. Software examines his
or her voice and extracts significant quantity on roughly
twenty parameters like pitch, speech, energy density,
waveforms, etc. This live profile is correlated against a
profile stored on a central database where whole data is
stored. If a good match occurs then user is authenticated.
Voice recognition is one of the simplest technique as it is
easy to use, non-intrusive and cheap technology but due to
poor environment, cold it can create problem, also has low
accuracy. The changes in a person’s voice are slightly due to
physical attributes, but mostly due to behaviour patterns.
Vocal cords vibrate at about 80 times per second for men
and 400 times per second for women. These vibrations are
modified by the size of the jaw opening, by tongue, lip shape
and positions which are some factors that make each
person’s voice unique.
4.6 Signature Recognition
The least effective biometric authenticator was Signature
recognition. The text involved in a signature is continuous
and regular in nature. The user signs on a tablet or on the
paper that placed over a sensor tablet. The device records the
signature of the user and compares it to its database and the
verification takes about 5 seconds. The technology is
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promoted by low-cost, writing tablet; this significantly
improves the cost efficiency of this biometric without
suffering an adequate loss in the ability of the biometric to
perform at high accuracy levels. This technology is cheap,
non-intrusive, has low cost, high user acceptance and require
low training but it changes over time and has low
distinctiveness.

5.

Resultant Table
Table1. Comparative Analysis of Various Biometric
Techniques

4.7 Hand Geometry
In this technique, the user places the palm of his hand on a
metal surface, positions his or her fingers according to a set
of pins on the device and waits approximately for 1.2
seconds. The hand is properly aligned so that the device can
read the hand attributes. Then the database is checked by the
device where whole information of the user is stored for
verification of the user. This process usually takes less than
5 seconds. Current hand geometry scanners do not have any
way to find whether a hand is living or not and hence can be
fooled by a fake hand if pressure is applied to the plate
correctly. The memory space needed to store the template is
typically very small. This technique involves the
measurement and analysis of the shape of user’s hand. It is a
fairly simple procedure and accurate. Also it is unaffected by
skin condition. Though it requires special hardware to use, it
can be easily integrated into other devices. Unlike
fingerprints, the human hand is not unique. Individual hand
features are not clear enough for identification. However, it
is possible to construct a method by combining various
individual features and measurements of fingers and hands
for verification purposes. This technique becomes popular in
small organizations because of its low cost and high
performance.
Various competing technology solutions exist to solve the
problem of human identification and the number of
competing technologies in the field of automated ID systems
has increased extremely. However fingerprint remains with
hand geometry technique, most widely used technology.
Fingerprint technique is more appropriate in comparison to
hand geometry as the human hand is not unique. Individual
hand features are not clear enough for identification. The
signature technique is least effective as signature of person
can vary with time. Iris scan may be better than fingerprint
in term of false accept rate and also more unique than the
fingerprint but less than the retina. In above table the
comparison is done between various techniques and finds
the best one.

As given above compares some of the biometric techniques
keeping in view about accuracy, false accept rate and reject
rate, uniqueness, performance, acceptability, etc.

6.

Conclusion

In this paper the main focus is given on comparing various
techniques of biometric according to accuracy, cost, false
accept rate and reject rate etc. as explained in the above
table. Therefore from keeping in view the above explained
techniques with the comparison table the author has
concluded that while the iris technique provides to be the
most secure, voice and face biometric techniques had the
highest level of user acceptance, the fingerprint technique is
the fast and accurate biometric technique for more reliable
and secure system and offered the best overall solution.
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